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Abstract

Advanced diagnostic techniques, especially those
based on mass spectrometric and laser methods, are reduces system costs for a given mission.
rapidly improving our understanding of arcjet perfor-
mance on an atomic and molecular level. The new Arcjets are electrothermal thrusters which utilize
knowledge which is being acquired will aid efforts to an electric arc to generate high propellant stagnation
develop accurate arcjet performance and contamination enthalpy. That enthalpy is converted to directed high
models and to improve arcjet efficiency. We focus on specific impulse thrust through a nozzle expansion,
recent results obtained in our laboratory with advanced with some additional arc heating occurring in both
diagnostic methods. These results include measure- subsonic and supersonic flow regions. For monatomic
mnents of velocity and density/flux distributions, and propellants such as helium, neon, argon, etc., the high
frozen flow losses associated with internal energy dis- temperature plenum and plume contain atoms in var-
tributions. The current state of the techniques, rela- ious electronic states, plus ions and electrons. The
tionships of results obtained by different methods (both distribution of excitation is highly nonthermal. For
standard and advanced) and their near future applica- diatomic and polyatomic propellants, dissociation, as
tions are discussed. well as vibrational and rotational excitation, are also

factors. The stagnation enthalpy is the sum of the ran-
dom particle kinetic energies, plus the potential ener-

Introduction gies due to ionization, molecular dissociation, and the
electronic, vibrational, and rotational energy distribu-

Electric propulsion devices such as arcjets and tions. Efficient transformation of stagnation enthalpy
ion engines are expected to play prominent roles in to directed kinetic energy in the expansion is the key
future low thrust/long lifetime applications for space to high thruster efficiency, and to widespread adoption
systems. 1- 4 The increasing interest in electric propul- for space applications. Energy remaining in the plume
sion derives from much higher specific impulses rel- which does not appear as directed kinetic energy is re-
ative to chemical mono- and bi-propellant thrusters, ferred to as frozen flow loss, and constitutes an impor-
coupled with technological advances in power subsys- tant source of thruster inefficiency.
tem capabilities5 and the ever-increasing importance
and mission requirements of space systems. Typical In order to improve arcjet energy efficiency, it
geosynchronous satellite lifetimes can already be dou- is helpful to apply convenient diagnostic methods to
bled through the use of arcjets and ion engines for sta- quantify the relative contributions of all the various
tionkeeping, due to their high specific impulse (l,p). energy loss mechanisms. In this paper we will describe
For orbital transfer applications, high I,p allows the recent diagnostic measurements performed in our labo-
delivery of a high payload mass fraction from a 28.50 ratory, and compare them with published results from
inclination low earth orbit to geosynchronous orbit. In other laboratories. We will focus on advanced mass
this application, however, power levels greater than 25 spectrometric and optical diagnostic methods, and dis-
kW are required to deliver a 2500 kg payload within cuss their relation to standard diagnostic methods. The
180 days. Any improvement in the energy efficiency of standard methods have been commonly used with arc-
such devices significantly enhances capabilities and/or jets starting in the 1960s.
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Figure 1. For an ammonia arcjet operating at 590 Top, N2 speed distribution on axis; bottom, angular
watts, with 25 mg/s flow: top, H2 speed distribution flux distribution of N2. From Reference 8.on axis; bottom, angular flux distribution of H 2.

chopped-beam quadrupole configuration more desir-
able. In the chopped-beam technique, the time-of-flightMass Spectrometric Diagnostics of neutrals are measured across a fixed distance, yield-

A time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) is ing thier velocity. The neutrals are ionized after they
an extremely powerful diagnostic fometer arjets. Our pass through the chopper and flight region, and mass

an exTOFMS, alsoremely powerful diagnostic for arcets. Our(MVA) filtered by the quadrupole. Even in this configuration,
TOFMhas been described pa mass/velocity analyzer (MVA), where only one mass can be monitored at a time, the
itoringhas been described previously It is capable of mlution centerline velocity distribution and angular flux can be

m 100 itoring many masses simuting angle-resolved velocity determined for several species under multiple operating
measurements. For molecules angle-red ions with translaocity conditions in a single good day. Such distributions aremeasurements. For molecules and ions with transla- shown in Figure 1 for H2 and N2 in the plume of a 590
tional energies - 0.5 eV and above, it determines ki- W ammonia arjet1 forBy computand N in the plu m e o f a 590antity
netic energy distributions and flux levels by virtue of am m on a ar cj e t B y c om u t ng t he q
its position-sensitive detection TOFMS. In this case, a F. = rhi(vax)i
pulsed electric field accelerates all ions produced by an
electron impact ionizer (or the thruster itself) toward
a position-sensitive chevron microchannel plate (MCP) where (vx,)i is the expectation value of the axial ve-
with 96 anodes in a linear array. locity for the i'h plume species, and m is its mass, the

total thrust can be determined. In the present example,
Because of their low mass, hydrogen atoms in the nitrogen generated 86 mN of thrust while the hy-

arcjet plumes carry little kinetic energy, making a drogen molecules contributed 28 mN. Atomic hydrogen
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likely produces the next largest thrust contribution, but ELECTROTHERMAL THRUSTER PERFORMANCE
this is relatively minor, and the 114 mN deduced above Hydrogen Propellant, 10% Radiation Loss
agrees with thrust stand measurements to an accuracy 0.9
largely related to the reproducibility and absolute ac-

08 Efficiency Based on
curacy of the ammonia flow meter. The specific im- .2 Dissociation o yB
pulse, thrust efficiency, and nozzle efficiency could all 0.7- H Dissciaton Pus
be accurately computed. A similar analysis was also 0.33 eV/Molecule
performed for the case of pure H, propellant. The re- 0. Frozen-Flow s A High-Power 

Arc
et Oat

suits are vastly superior to thrust stand measurements o .s
in that one can now observe in microscopic detail all
contributions to the total thrust. This provides impor- o4
tant new insight into thruster operation and greater . -
possibilities for improved performance. 0

0.2
It is obvious from Figure 1 that the velocity dis- 60 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 1600

Specific Impulse (seconds)
tributions of N2 and H2 are quite different in the am-
monia arcjet. The full-width-half-maximum (FWHM)
is approximately twice as large for H2 , and the peak of Figure 2. The effect of 0.33 eV/molecule of average
the distribution is at 6.3 km/s versus 4.1 km/s for the H 2 vibrational excitation energy as a frozen flow loss
nitrogen." This is a large amount of slippage, unknown in the hydrogen arcjet. See text for details.
for high pressure supersonic expansions without large
internal energy sources. The translational "tempera-
ture" for the parallel (axial) component of the flow is greater than predicted by the ideal model. Since the
calculated to be about 3500 K for N2 and about 1000 first excited vibrational level of Hz occurs at 0.5 eV,
K for H2 on the basis of these distributions. Obviously less than one vibrational quantum per molecule on av-
the parallel translational "temperatures" for the two erage is enough to make the arcjet rather inefficient. A
major components of the ammonia arcjet plume are greater degree of vibrational excitation is common in
widely divergent. This is not surprising for a mixture many discharges through hydrogen, since vibrational
of light and heavy molecules, although the tempera- relaxation of hydrogen is notoriously inefficient. In
ture slip, like the velocity slip, is very different from practice, the only way to achieve certain knowledge on
the value calculable for a similar expansion of H2 and these, and many other molecular level issues concerning
N2 (Po=1.5 atm, To=6000 K, d=0.625 mm, no energy the arcjet, is to measure the individual parameters for
source beyond nozzle entrance) from complicated semi- each molecule. The use of optical diagnostic methods,
empirical relations. 9  a tool complementary to mass spectrometric studies,

will be crucial for this task.
A question of some importance concerns the ro-

tational and vibrational temperatures of H2 and N2:
will these also be widely divergent? The perpendicular Optical Diagnostics
translational temperature of the various components is
more reflective of a thermal temperature; if these were Optical diagnostics is perhaps the most power-
measured, hydrogen and nitrogen values could conceiv- ful means of characterizing the arjet and its perfor-
ably be found to be in agreement. These issues are mance. Optical diagnostic methods are unlikely to af-
important for the basic understanding of the arcjet as feet the property or phenomenon being measured, un-
a technical device, but especially important with refer- like many other approaches such as Langmuir probes,
ence to the arcjet efficiency and its possible improve- thermocouples, and even mass spectrometry. While the
ment. Figure 2 shows the very significant effect upon non-optical methods are very often useful in their own

thrust efficiency in the hydrogen arcjet, of 0.33 eV of in- right, most of the definitive measurements are likely to
ternl energy pr pme hydrogen mlecue, Te uer be made by optical means, involving laser-based tech-ternal energy per plume hydrogen molecule. The upper. T
curve indicates the theoretical efficiency for an expan- niques. The laser has already been a revolutionary
sion to zero pressure with a 94% nozzle efficiency, 10% force in other areas of endeavor, including the similarSion t pfield of combustion research.'o This is a result of theradiation loss, and molecular dissociation as the only fied of c s This i a st
frozen flow loss. In the arcjet, ionization, electronic high intensity, narrow bandwidth, temporal and spatial
and vibrational excitation, and possibly rotational ex- resolution, among other properties, of lasers. Atomic

citation and extent of dissociation occur to a degree and molecular densities, temperatures, velocities, elec-
tric fields - these can all be determined in the arcjet
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expansion by laser methods. (Unfortunately, the inter- of rotational band structure, and a convenient wave-
nals of the arcjet are less amenable to study.) Such length for spectroscopic observation, NH is a much-used
measurements may be done point by point or by two- emitter for diagnostic study of many systems, includ-
dimensional imaging, ing flames, discharges, rocket plumes and astrophysical

plasmas."- 9 The rotational and vibrational temper-
Laser-induced-fluorescence (LIF) is the workhorse atures of the NH excited state A 3II were determined

of laser diagnostic techniques, capable of routine de- and found to be 4300 K for rotation and 3700 K for
tection of species present at low densities. While it is vibration near the exit plane, with a decrease in vibra-
limited to atoms, small free radicals and several small tional temperature to 3100 K 12 mm downstream. The
stable molecules, these are the species that dominate decay of NH emission was followed with axial distance,
arcjet plumes. While not as sensitive as LIF, nonlinear hence time, by the OMA, and the data are displayed in
stimulated Raman techniques, such as Coherent Anti- Figure 3 as contour plots. The A state lifetime is 0.4
Stokes Raman Scattering (CARS), have proven to be ps for each rotational level involved,26 and the aver-
very useful in plasma environments and will probably age axial flow velocity for NIH is approximately 6 km/s.
be successfully applied to arcjets in the near future. One would therefore expect an e5 reduction in emission
Absorption techniques can generally produce the most intensity per centimeter of axial flow distance for un-
accurate measurements, but suffer from low sensitiv- perturbed NH molecules in a collisionless flow. In fact,
ity. This is not a problem when the strongest elec- Figure 3 shows that it was observed to be less than an
tronic transitions can be utilized, but such transitions e2 reduction. The A state must therefore be repopu-
are often not conveniently accessible for small atoms lated by some mechanism, which will be discussed in
and molecules, connection with the LIF measurements.

Of course, optical emission spectroscopy has been To look for emission from more highly excited
a standard arcjet diagnostic for many years. It very states, we recently surveyed the vacuum ultraviolet
quickly generates a great deal of qualitative informa- (vuv) region of the spectrum with a 1/4 meter vacuum
tion, concerning which excited state species are present monochromator and phototube in a photon counting
and the various properties of the excited states. For configuration. For all practical purposes, the detector
example, rotational and vibrational temperatures have observes perpendicular emission from any species any-
been determined for excited electronic states of NH and where in the plume downstream of the exit plane, but
N2 ."- 4 Electric field measurements have been made no emission between throat and exit plane. Figure 4
in the arcjet from high resolution emission spectra.12  compares the vuv emission from the arcjet (5.7 SLM
The presence of electrode material in emission spec- H2 , 730 W) with that from an rf thruster 2 1 (1.1 SLM,
tra can give qualitative clues concerning electrode ero- 55 W). A qualitative difference is evident immediately:
sion. With the advent of the optical multichannel an- the rf thruster emits a larger flux of H2 vuv radiation in
alyzer (OMA), emission spectra with good spatial res- spite of its lower operating power level, and the emis-
olution can be acquired very quickly and conveniently. sion lines in the 150-170 A region are broadened for
Unfortunately, the electronic excited states, with their the dc arcjet, indicating a much higher rotational tem-
relatively low populations and short lifetimes, are not perature. The continuum region is enhanced for the rf
representative of the bulk species population which ac- thruster, a common phenomenon of high frequency dis-
counts for the arcjet thrust and most of its properties, charges. The low photon flux observed across the entire
When coupled with the difficulties in quantifying most spectrum indicates that radiative loss perpendicular to
emission data, it is clear that optical emission spec- the plume is not a crucial energy loss mechanism for the
troscopy is not usually the method of choice for most dc arcjet in the vuv, just as it is not in the visible. The
rigorous diagnostic measurements. Lyman-a transition at 121.5 nm, normally very intense

in arc lamps and discharges in general, is observed onlyIn a previous study, we obtained emission spectra weakly in the dc arcjet and not at all in the rf thruster.
with an OMA, as a function of distance downstreamwith an OMA, as a function of distance downstream The reason for the low intensity of Lyman-a seems tofrom the nozzle exit plane of an arcjet." The spec- be revealed by the emission data from a helium Ry-
trum spanned the range from 300-700 nm, with ob-trum spanned the range from 300-700 nm, with ob- dberg series in the dc arcjet (and rf thruster as well)served transitions from all of the major atomic and displayed in Figure 5. Each transition originates from

, . displayed in Figure 5. Each transition originates frommolecular species in the plume, including the NH rad- an np 3 P level and terminates on 2s 3S. The strongest
ical which accounted for a particularly intense bandical which accounted for a particularly intense band member of the series in the figure originates from 5pcentered at 336 nm. Due to its intense emission, a (295 nm), and the weaker members come sequentially
large rotational constant which allows easy resolution from n> 5.
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Figure 3. Emission contours for the NH emission
between 328 and 345 nm. The nozzle exit plane is _

at z=0 and the plume flow is from bottom to top.
The contour spacing is 1/Ve. From Reference 11. I

The emission intensity of each transition can be RFthruster

related to a temperature T and an average flow velocity . 4o ,

V from nozzle throat to exit plane using the relation

I =Cfe-(Ek/T)e- (dl V ) 30

where E is the energy of the upper state, f is the 20

atomic oscillator strength, r is its radiative lifetime, C
d is the distance from throat to exit plane, and C is DC arc/et
a normalizing constant. This relation is based on ra- l

diative emission decay with time, and equivalent colli-
sional de-excitation cross sections for the various states 10 120 140 160 10 200 220 240 260 280 300

involved in the series, and assumes that the stream ve- WAELENGTH(nm)
locity and temperature T approach their terminal value

in a distance z << d, so that V and T can be taken
as constants with approximately terminal values. (The Figure 4. VUV emission spectrum for rf thruster

nozzle cone half-angle is 20*, the nozzle cone exit di- (1.1 slm H2 , 55 W) and de arejet (5.7 slm H2 , 730

ameter is 9.4 mm, d=12 mm, and the throat diameter W) operated under typical conditions.

is 0.63 mm.) We have further assumed that decay of
the upper states is much faster than their production beyond the throat and that properties such as velocity

between throat and exit plane for all but the first mil- and temperature have approached their terminal val-

limeter or two. Since the equation fits the observed ues within just 5 throat diameters. These are powerful

intensities reasonably well (a similar fit was success- inferences derived from a rather simple experiment. Of

ful for the rf thruster), 2 1 but fits poorly without the course, not all atoms and molecules will necessarily fol-

e-(dlTV) factor, the data suggest that the Rydberg lev- low this pattern, but the results to follow will support

els are not actively repopulated at reasonable distances the notion that helium Rydberg levels are not alone in
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2000 energy and velocity distributions, the molecule is ex-
1800 cited to an upper electronic state with a laser pulse.

S1600 d= 1.2 cm Subsequent emission from the upper state is monitored,
T = 750K with intensities of individual transitions containing in-

400 V= 6km/s formation concerning the ground state population dis-
- 1200 tribution. The observed spectrum for part of the spec-
S o1000 I tral region covered is presented in Figure 7 for the rf

0 800 thruster21 and dc arcjet. 22 Analysis of the data found
o 600 the rotational temperature of ground state NH to be
S400 about 25 K in the rf thruster plume and 1600 K in

w the dc arcjet plume. The vibrational temperatures
200 }were 5000 and 2200 K, respectively. It is to be ex-
060 265 270 275 280 285 290 295 300 pected that collisional relaxation of H2, N2 and NH ro-

WAVELENGTH (nm) tational states should be fast compared to vibrational
or electronic collisional relaxation rates. 3 - 25 As a re-

Scatc Intensity - Emission Spectrum sult, rotational temperatures are often good approxi-
mations to local thermal temperatures even in highly
non-equilibrium environments. This is obviously not
the case for arcjet plume NH in the A state, but is quite

Figure 5. Helium Rydberg series emission spec- possibly a fair approximation for the electronic ground
trum, corrected for phototube response, and cal- state (recall that the A state rotational temperature
culated intensity using the equation shown. was 4300 K vs 1600 K for the ground state). To lend

credence to the latter notion, we would like to under-
Pinhole stand how the A state might be forced to acquire higher

I rotational and vibrational temperatures. The reaction
SN( 2D) + H2 - NH + H

- Iris Tunable may be the dominant mechanism for NH formation
SLens De in the arcjet. 26 For H2 in the ground electronic state

Laser and v=0, NH is formed in v<3 in approximately equal
PMT NB amounts. Other formation mechanisms such as elec-

S ilter Slit 308nm tron impact dissociation of NH 3 and NH 2 , and electron
S-Arcerecombination with NH+ , NH + , and NH + , may be im-

Arce Xect portant. Each of these mechanisms is likely to deposit
SBeam Excimer considerable amounts of energy into rotation and vibra-

Lens Dump Plalform Laser
S Ption, resulting in highly non-Boltzmann distributions.

Obviously, a large degree of NH X state rotational and
0 To Main r vibrational relaxation has occurred in the arcjet by the

hamber To Pumps time the molecule reaches the exit plane, 1.3 cm down-
stream of the throat. Some of the formation mecha-
nisms alluded to may produce NH in the A state. The

Figure 6. Schematic of experimental setup for LIF n a t
studies. NB=narrowband, PMT=photomultiplier same opportunity exists there for rotational and vibra-

tube. The slit improves spatial resolution. The tional relaxation, yet we find distributions which are

chamber optics, arcjet and motorized XY stage are much more hot. Electron impact excitation of NH to

supported by the platform. the A state is unlikely to occur in the relatively field
free region beyond the exit plane where NH densities

this respect. Finally, it is interesting to note that the have decreased precipitously and NH formation rates

rate of emission decay with distance could be used to have also been reduced by orders of magnitude.

perform useful routine measurements of stream velocity The observed NH A state emission could be due toThe observed NH A state emission could be due towith very inexpensive apparatus.with very inexpensive apparatusreabsorption of the intense radiation emitted by highly

An experimental schematic diagram for our appli- excited NH molecules in or near the throat. If 1 to
cation of LIF to the study of NH in the arcjet plume is 10% of the NH3 molecules flowing into the arcjet give
given in Figure 6. Details have been given previously.22  rise to an NH molecule which undergoes an A-X tran-

To determine ground state vibrational and rotational sition, our calculations suggest that ground state NH
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NHLIF SPECTRUM (DC arcjet) since the laser beam crosses the plume at 31 degrees
off perpendicular and is reflected upon itself. The

8 peak on the left is weak due to thruster-induced
8 degradation of the reflector. The x-axis indicates

7 velocity with respect to the axial projection of the

T vibrational ~ 2200 K laser direction of propagation.

2 6- T rotational ~ 1700 K
C A state vibrational and rotational temperatures, the

5  apparent non-Boltzmann distribution of A state rota-

8 4 tion, and the unusual circumstance that rotational tem-

perature is much higher than vibrational temperature.
S3 Since the selection rules limit the rotational portion of

-- 2j [ an electronic transition to AJ=0,±1, when light is first
2  emitted by excited NH molecules in the arc region, ab-

1- sorbed by ground state NH molecules in the plume,
and subsequently re-emitted to the detector, an appar-

334 334.5 335 335.5 336 336.5 337 337.5 338 ent temperature will result which is a convolution of

Wavelength (nm) the NH A state temperature in the arc and the NH X

state temperature in the plume. The signal strength

Sat high J numbers would be de to the relative lack of
Figure 7. Comparison of NH LIF spectrum for rf population at those J levels in the NH X state in the
thruster and dc arcjet, showing a dramatic differ- population at those J levels in the NH X state in the
thruster and d arjet, showing a dramatic differ- plume; photons arising from transitions between levels
ence. with very high J numbers in the arc will be reabsorbed

at a relatively low rate. Since the Franck-Condon fac-

molecules beyond the exit plane will have a significant tors are near zero for any transitions involving a change

reabsorption probability which will increase the A state in vibrational level, the NH A v=1(0) state could be re-

rotational temperature. From the 400 ns lifetime of A populated through absorption in the plume only from

3IH NH, 20 and the 6 km/s mean exit velocity also deter- the NH X v=1(0) state. The vibrational temperature of

mined by LIF (see Figure 8), the probability that NH, the upper and lower states should therefore be similar,

created in the A state near the throat, emits within one as observed. These factors account for the high A state

lifetime period after crossing the exit plane, is on the rotational temperature and the much lower vibrational

same order as the probability of ground state reabsorp- temperature, since the collisional quenching rate27 is

tion of A-X background radiation. This mechanism slower than radiative relaxation beyond the exit plane.

for formation of the NH A state in the plume could
also account for the significant difference between the As a result of repopulation by the reabsorption of
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AXIAL DEPENDENCE OF NH DENSITY small electronically excited molecules in arcjet plumes
a and other plasmas to bulk temperature has been quite

7 commonly done. Extrapolation using electronically ex-
* cited molecules to bulk properties should be practiced

6 only with extreme caution and careful analysis; in the
C 5 . case of NH, the extrapolation would lead to a very erro-
( \ neous result. Other properties of excited states, includ-
u. 4 ing velocity distributions, may also lead to erroneous
I 3. \ results if extrapolated.
z .

2 If the rotational degree of freedom for all long-
I lived electronic states of plume molecules is near equi-

0. . . . . .librium, then we expect ground state N2 and H2 to
o0.0 0.50 .0oo 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.0 .50 4.00 4.50 5.00 have a rotational temperature in the vicinity of 1600

AXIAL COORDINATE, R (Inches) K. We have previously mentioned the divergent paral-
lel translational temperatures of N2 and H2 , and we

. Measured Data - 5.04/R^2 also note that the rotational temperature of N2 in the
C 3Ilu electronically excited state has been determined
by emission spectroscopy to be about 800 K. 12 While

Figure 9. NH LIF signal intensity variation with r, such temperatures do not directly contradict the equi-
the axial distance beyond the arcjet nozzle throat, librium hypothesis, they do suggest the need for cau-
and a calculated intensity proportional to 1/r . tion. Equilibrium assumptions should be tested exper-
which agrees well with the observed variation at imentally. A partial test was conducted by measuring
large r. The deviation at small r occurs because the perpendicular velocity distribution of ground state
of the finite spatial resolution of the LIF detection. NH. The translational temperature which we derived
The exit plane is at r=0.5 inches. from a single Gaussian fit was approximately equal to

. . the rotational temperature.
background radiation, the intensity of A-X emission
would fall at a rate slower than indicated by the factor With our present knowledge concerning rotational
exp(-At/400 ns), which in fact was observed" and al- and vibrational temperatures in the ammonia arcjet, it
ready discussed in relation to Figure 3. That the NH is nearly certain that rotational plume energy is a mi-
total concentration falls according to 1/r', where r is nor contributor to the arcjet inefficiency; we have pre-
the axial distance beyond the throat, was verified by viously estimated that it carries away about 5% of the
LIF intensity measurements as a function of r (see Fig- total non-thrust power (3.5% of total input power). 22

ure 9). 2 1 Due to the effective spatial resolution of the
LIF measurement of several millimeters, the signal de- We have indirectly determined that the largest
viates from a 1/r relation near the exit plane. Any of losses in the ammonia arcjet are due to thermal radia-
the other possible mechanisms for repopulation of the tion from the body of the arcjet and dissociation of NHa
A state which involve a net NH production - most were to N2 and H2 followed by dissociation of H2 .11,20,2 1 For
mentioned above - will lead to an NH density which the hydrogen arcjet, where the average translational
decreases less rapidly than 1/r 2 . This is definitely not energy per molecule is several times lower, the rela-
the case more than one inch beyond the exit plane. tive contributions of vibration and dissociation could
Additional support for the reabsorption hypothesis is be quite different.
provided by the observation that radiation trapping
occurred when a grouping of the strongest Q branch
transitions was monitored by LIF; the effect was able Concluding Remarks
to increase the apparent fluorescence lifetime to 1.0 ps,
indicating also that NH constitutes more than 1% of Measurements of macroscopic quantities such as

the total number of plume atoms and molecules. Fi- thrust, contamination potential, temperature, and elec-

nally, another arcjet emission study found a rotational tromagnetic emission/interference, can be understood

temperature for NH C 1II of 2500 K.12  by molecular level measurements. The most dramatic
example is the accurate calculation of total thrust by

The state dependence of the rotational temper- the integration of the flux-velocity product as a func-
ature of NH is especially significant in view of the tion of angle for H2 and N2 in the plume of an ammonia
fact that extrapolation of the rotational temperature of arcjet. 8
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Current laser-based diagnostic methods often in- bility. Many smaller design changes may prove to be

volve a considerable amount of effort per measurement. beneficial as well. To be truly useful, several diagnostic

Several of the most important plume species - H2 , N2 , measurements should be performed at once on a given
and H - are not amenable to ground state study, since thruster which undergoes design perturbations. Diag-
strong electronic transitions from the ground state only nostics development has proceeded to a point where

exist at photon energies above 10 eV. Nonlinear ap- this is easily imaginable in the near future.
proaches may require complicated analysis. The ad-
vantage of laser-based methods is that the measure-
ments are usually precise and nonintrusive. Techno- Acknowledgments
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